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It’s midnight, and you’re on the beach, wading carefully through
the rock pools left behind by low tide. The only sound: the
waves rushing back and forth. The only light coming from your

head torch. Taking care not to step on the dozens of black, lethally
spiky sea anemones you’ve just spotted lurking in the rocky cre-
vasses, you turn off your light and are plunged into near-total
darkness.

Then, you move your feet gently through the shallow water and
the reason you came here, in the middle of the night at low tide, is
revealed. Like water-bound fireflies, luminescent Noctiluca or-
ganisms dance in the disturbed water, glimmering as brightly and
briefly as shooting stars. A natural phenomenon that can only be
glimpsed when conditions are just right. Witnessing this ‘star

sand’, as the locals call it, is just one of the big adventures you
might have on Little Liuchiu, Taiwan’s largest coral island.

A hidden island
Little Liuchiu lies nine nautical miles off the southwestern coast

of Taiwan, a simple 20-minute ferry journey from the port of
Donggang. Bordered by the Taiwan Strait to the west and the
South China Sea to the south, Little Liuchiu is Taiwan’s only coral
island with a significant population - an estimated 13,000 resi-
dents live here permanently.

Covering an area of 6.8 sq km, the island lives up to its diminu-
tive name - it takes just 20 minutes to ride a motorcycle, the chief
way to travel, around the island without stopping. But what Li-

uchiu, or Lamay Island as you might also see it called, lacks in size,
it makes up for in things to do. From snorkeling and diving to chill-
ing on the beach to exploring beautiful temples and experiencing
island life, Liuchiu is perfect for a couple of days’ getaway.

Underwater adventures on Liuchiu
Little Liuchiu is one of the few coral reef islands that surround

Taiwan, making it a great spot to go snorkeling and scuba diving.
These lush coral habitats house hundreds of different fish and
plants right off the beaches, so it’s easy to snorkel independently
here. The seas can be choppy, though, so less experienced swim-
mers should consider taking one of the guided snorkeling trips
offered by local guesthouses, which usually provide snorkeling

Big adventures on Little Liuchiu:
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Vase Rock is Little Liuchiu Island’s star landmark.


